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Preface

Terry Mallenby has been saying that guards at the old B.C. Pen purposefully shot and killed her is since her death in 1975?

And, 35 years later – it appears there may be some truth to this supposition?

And, what did the Government of Canada apparently do – they tried to cover this fact up with a “sham” investigation?

Mary Steinhauser was my friend, and she deserved better from her employer – the Canada government!

Terry Mallenby, BA, BSW, MA
Former federal peace officer
Old age pensioner applicant

PS. Other work by the author appears below.¹
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Dealing with a violent work environment: internal policies and legislation dealing with physical assault and other threats against child protective social workers

One of the worst social service departments this author has ever seen; receiving a lot of bad press for ignoring cruelly abused children and staff concerns about safety
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Chapter 1

Mary Steinhauser was my friend

The author has been saying that guards at the old B.C. Pen purposefully shot and killed her is since her death in 1975?

And, 35 years later – it appears there may be some truth to this supposition?

And, what did the Government of Canada apparently do – they tried to cover this fact up with a “sham” investigation?

Mary Steinhauser was my friend, and she deserved better from her employer – the Canada government!

In fact, while we were Classification Officers at the BC Pen, she was a reference for the author in becoming a Registered Social Worker [see below].

We had also known each other during our undergraduate years, where we collaborated on an undergrad course where we compiled a report on “The Epidemiology of Mental Illness”- where we did a patient file review at one of the “psych” hospitals in the area – the author believes it was for Psych 496 directed studies – it’s been a long time since then.

The BC Pen was a formidable “fortress” and had been around for a long time. It had had its day by the time Mary Steinhauser became a Classification Officer there.

The BC Pen housed some interesting “characters” in its day, such as Bill Miner (1847-1913) one of the last train robbers.
Appendix

While we were Classification Officers at the BC Pen, Mary Steinhauser was a reference for the author in becoming a Registered Social Worker.
Appendix

Classification Officer Mary Steinhauser
Correctional Service of Canada
Federal
End of Watch: Wednesday, June 11, 1975

Biographical Info
Age: 32
Tour of Duty: Not available
Badge Number: Not available

Incident Details
Cause of Death: Gunfire
Date of Incident: Not available
Weapon Used: Not available
Suspect Info: Not available

Classification Officer Mary Steinhauser was employed at the BritishColour at the time of her death.

Officer Steinhauser was shot to death as guards rushed prisoners holding

Mary Steinhauser will be fondly remembered for all that knew her
Chapter 2

Mary Steinhauser was a true social worker

Mary Steinhauser was a true social worker, an advocate for her clients, no matter who they might be.

Unlike the so-called social workers that run for cover when the “shit hits the fan” because of their screw ups, like the Manitoba social workers union disgustingly “trying to scuttle inquiry into abused girl's death” [see below].

Or, the cover-up by the Newfoundland government of the sexual abuse at the Mount Cashel Orphanage.

As cited:

"CAUTION": Before you go any further, I must tell you however that Newfoundland is not just a quaint tourist destination, as the following pretty little countryside and seascape photos might suggest .... or conversely the place where the not very pretty seal hunt occurs.

Newfoundland is also infamous for its indifference to one of its most precious resources ... it’s orphaned, unwanted foster children. Childhood sexual abuse has long been rampant and continues to receive justice’s blind eye.

Not only sex abuse of children but an elitist attitude allowing misery upon misery to be heaped upon children of a physical and psychological nature by religious people, teachers, social workers and in general professional people.”¹

Mary Steinhauser wouldn’t have put up with such “crap”- she would have blown the whistle on such shoddy social work behavior.

In fact one social worker did blow the whistle on the Newfoundland Government, but what did the Premier of Newfoundland, Clyde Wells do, he got rid of the whistle blower.²

And, if some of Mary Steinhauser’s clients were Aboriginal offenders, she tried to help them whenever she could and the BC Pen had its fair share of Aboriginal inmates.

In fact Canadian prisons have been “ripe” with far too many Aboriginal offenders behind their walls!

As cited:

“Prisons are an ominous fact of life for too many Aboriginal people. The Way of the Pipe explores how Aboriginal spirituality is finding its way into prisons and the role
it is playing with Aboriginal inmates seeking to regain and to promote their heritages
and identities. The book starts from the premise that this spirituality is not simply
"religion" but is a form of therapy, known to medical anthropologists as "symbolic
healing." Working from the results of hundreds of interviews with inmates in a
number of prisons, Waldram traces the history of Aboriginal spirituality in and out of
prison populations. Ironically, it is in prison that many come face to face with
spiritual traditions such as the sweat lodge for the first time."

As further mentioned:

“The Commissioner of Corrections in Canada, Ole Ingstrup, has consistently
repeated that there are far too many First Nation, Inuit and Metis offenders in the
Canadian correctional system. While forming only 3% of the general Canadian
population, Aboriginal offenders make up 17% of the federal penitentiary inmates.
The situation is even worse in some provincial institutions. While Aboriginal people
are over-represented in federal corrections nationally, the numbers reach critical
levels in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, where Aboriginal people make up
more than 60% of the inmate population in some penitentiaries. In Saskatchewan, for
example, Aboriginal people are incarcerated at a rate of 35 times higher than the
mainstream population. What is even more alarming is that estimates forecast that
this population is growing.”

So, when some “whack-jack” reporter says that Mary Steinhauser was
having an affair with one of her Native inmates - “It was rumoured she
was having an affair with Bruce” – that’s a bloody stupid statement by this
moron [see below].

What an “arse hole”!

As far as the author can remember, at the time of Mary Steinhauser’s
death, her boyfriend was in hospital in a coma – as far as can be
remembered due to a traffic accident?

If this so-called reporter had done his job correctly – he could have found
this out himself!

Instead, the “jack-ass” reports this shit about Mary Steinhauser - “It was
rumoured she was having an affair with Bruce”.

Add the fact that the current author shared an office with Mary
Steinhauser while he worked at BC Pen – where was Mary Steinhauser
supposed to have an affair with an inmate – nowhere, you “dumb ass”
reporter!

In fact, all the inmates respected Mary Steinhauser as recorded on the
walls of the prison [see below].
Footnotes

1. Shane Earle of "Boys of Mount Cashel" on Newfoundland's cover-up of M-b Sexual Abuse
http://www.equalparenting-bc.ca/testimonials/mount-cashel-orphanage.htm

2. Whistleblower! And darn proud of it!

Also see: Newfoundland Minister of Social Services Kay Young's Legacy to Canada! A Blatant Violation of the Privacy Act?
http://www.amazon.com/Newfoundland-Minister-Social-Services-Youngs/dp/1467958166/ref=sr_1_38?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1322849329&sr=1-38

Also see: Kay Young's & Clyde Wells' Legacy to Canada! They revealed PTSD sufferers name to media: what unethical behavior?
http://www.amazon.com/Youngs-Clyde-Wells-Legacy-Canada/dp/1468073524/ref=sr_1_44?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1324291154&sr=1-44

3. The Way of the Pipe: Aboriginal Spirituality and Symbolic Healing in Canadian Prisons
Written by James Waldram
University of Toronto Press, Higher Education Division, 1997

4. Enhancing the Role of Aboriginal Communities in Federal Corrections
By: Gina Wilson, Director General, Aboriginal Issues, CSC

Also see: Manitoba social workers union trying to scuttle inquiry into abused girl's death
The Canadian Press, Global News : Thursday, February 09, 2012 1:18 PM

Also see: Recalling killer Andy Bruce
by Contributed - Story: 57703
Oct 24, 2010 / 5:00 am
http://www.castanet.net/news/Needlepoint-Class-Chuck-Poulsen/57703/Recalling-killer-Andy-Bruce

Also see: Dedication to Mary Steinhauser on the walls of BC Pen
“Three prisoners who were about to be returned to solitary confinement at BC Pen took 15 hostages, the standoff with prison officials lasted 41 hours and ended with the emergency response team storming the hostage takers. In the process the guards shot and killed one of the hostages, Mary Steinhauser, a young correctional officer who had gained the respect of prisoners by implementing courses for prisoners in solitary.”

*A Year in Five Minutes: Vancouver 1975*
By Erick Villagomez, June 28th, 2010
Chapter 3

Everyone tried to pass Mary Steinhauser’s death off as an accident

Everywhere one looked, Mary Steinhauser’s death was referred to as an accident:

“On June 9, 1975 three prisoners at the BC Penitentiary who were about to be returned to solitary confinement took 15 hostages. The standoff with prison officials would last 41 hours and end June 11 with an emergency response team storming the hostage takers. During the raid one of the guards accidentally shot and killed one of the hostages, classification officer Mary Steinhauser, 32.”

The current author heard about Mary Steinhauser’s death on the radio when he was driving to his job at Mountain Prison.

What a shock!

They even made a movie about the tragedy:

“Christian Bruyère wrote a 1978 play, Walls, based on the incident. It was made into a movie in 1984.”

The current author believes it was produced by:

*Mystique Films*³
4411 Stone Crescent
West Vancouver, B.C.
V7W 1B8
Telephone: 604.913.0062
Fax: 604.926.7179
E-Mail: info@mystiquefilms.com
[http://www.mystiquefilms.com/contact.html](http://www.mystiquefilms.com/contact.html)

Ironically, this movie “Walls” appeared on a late movie, which the current author started watching not knowing the plot of the movie. However, the more the author watched the movie, he kept thinking to himself that it all looked too familiar?

You can imagine the author’s shock when he realized that it was about the killing of Mary Steinhauser and his old Classification department at the BC Pen?

However, on one of the memorials for Mary Steinhauser, the current author knew full well that something was going to happen at the BC Pen as cited by the author’s own young son [see below].

In fact, the current author has been saying that guards at the old B.C. Pen purposefully shot and killed Mary Steinhauser since her death in 1975?
And, 35 years later – it appears there may be some truth to this supposition?

And, what did the Government of Canada apparently do – they tried to cover this fact up with a “sham” investigation?

Mary Steinhauser was my friend, and she deserved better from her employer – the Canada government!

Footnotes

1. *A Year in Five Minutes: Vancouver 1975*
   By Erick Villagomez
   June 28th, 2010

2. *B.C. Penitentiary (1975) (Bc Penitentiary)*

3. “Walls - Walls is a prison drama based on a true incident. Mary Steinhauser, is a social worker who nearly succeeded in turning Canada’s most notorious federal prison into a progressive institution. When she brought women in to have group sessions with violent inmates, the prison guards stopped her programs. In protest, three lifers took Steinhauser and others hostage. Near the end of the 36-hour ordeal, she persuaded the inmates to give up their unrealistic demands and surrender. But before they could do so, a veteran guard led the attack to storm the room. He killed Steinhauser and her hopes of changing the prison.”

   Also see: *B.C. Penitentiary (1975)*

Bc Penitentiary, Dec 31st, 2005

*June 9 Three prisoners at the BC Penitentiary who were about to be returned to solitary confinement took 15 hostages. The standoff with prison officials would last 41 hours and end June 11 with an emergency response team storming the hostage takers. During the raid one of the guards accidentally shot and killed one of the hostages, classification officer Mary Steinhauser, 32. Ironically she had been working at implementing courses for prisoners in solitary. Christian Bruyére wrote a 1978 play, Walls, based on the incident. It was made into a movie in 1984.*

Now June 9th, 1975 holds significance with my family because my father, was also a peace officer/classifications officer at the prison in 1975 and was actually Steinhauser's 'partner' if you could say, they worked together on many incidents.
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